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About This Game

Divine Miracle Defense is an tower defense game with an magic theme and few roguelike which make it very unique.

You have to build an defense line with mages and upgrade them to stay alive as long as possible. when you die, you get a few
special points depending on how long you survived. With this points you can upgrade the power of your mages and many other

things to stay longer alive.

Features:
- Summon mages
- Upgrade mages
- Upgrade base
- Rich skill tree

- A lot of Achievements!!!
- Many more coming soon

Summon mages:
- Summon several mages to defend your base against the monsters which want to destroy it

Upgrade mages:
- Upgrade your mages to make more damage, get higher possible magelevels and stay longer alive

Upgrade base:
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- Upgrade your baselive, base energy, and energy income.

Many more functions and changes are planned and we will support the game as long as possible and improve the gameplay with
the help of the community
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Title: Divine Miracle Defense
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
ThiefCat
Publisher:
ThiefCat
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 32/64bit

Processor: 1.5 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: N/A

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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Bought this because it was cheap and the page looked interesting (and despite the fact there were no reviews).

Due to early frustration (it was not immediately obvious that the second choice of tower was only for flying enemies - I thought
it was a bug), my initial thoughts were to refund, but I am glad I didn't!

Once you work out the basics, you have a very interesting Tower Defense title. Plenty of options, but you have to get the mix
right.

Still needs a bit of work but endure a bit of early pain for a potential gem .
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